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Abstract� A hybrid genetic algorithm for polypeptide
structure prediction is proposed which incorporates e��
cient gradient�based minimization directly in the �tness
evaluation� Fitness is based on a polypeptide speci�c po�
tential energy model� The algorithm includes a replace�
ment frequency parameter which speci�es the probability
with which an individual is replaced by its minimized coun�
terpart� Thus� the algorithm can implement either Bald�
winian� Lamarckian� or probabilistically Lamarckian evolu�
tion�
Experiments are described which compare the e�ective�

ness of the genetic algorithm with and without the local
minimization operator� and for various probabilities of re�
placement� The experiments apply the techniques to the
minimization of the ECEPP�	 energy model for 
Met��
Enkephalin�
Using �tness proportionate selection� the hybrid ap�

proaches obtain better energies �and better basins of at�
traction than the standard genetic algorithm� and often
�nd the global minimum� When tournament selection is
used� the results are qualitatively similar� except that the
hybrid approaches are prone to premature convergence�

I� Introduction

The prediction of an arbitrary polypeptide�s native con�
formation �i	e	 molecular structure� given only its amino
acid sequence is beyond current capabilities� but has nu�
merous potential applications ���	 This structure predic�
tion problem is commonly referred to as the protein folding

problem	 E�orts to solve it nearly always assume that the
native conformation corresponds to the global minimum
free energy state of the system	 Given this assumption� a
necessary step in solving the problem is the development
of e�cient global energy minimization techniques	 This is
a di�cult optimization problem because of the non�linear
and multi�modal nature of the energy function	 The pen�
tapeptide �Met��Enkephalin� for example� is estimated to
have more than �
�� locally optimal conformations	 En�
ergy minimization is discussed in slightly more detail in
Section II	 Also� V�asquez et al	 ��� recently reviewed the
literature of polypeptide conformational energy calcula�
tions	
One class of optimization algorithms which has been

applied to the energy minimization problem is that of
genetic algorithms �GAs�� which are described elsewhere
�e	g	 Goldberg ���� Holland ����� or Michalewicz �����	
The energy models to which GAs have been applied vary
from lattice representations ��� �� to simpli�ed contin�

uum proteins ��� ��� �� ��� �xed backbones �� ���
polypeptide�speci�c full�atom models ���� ���� and gen�
eral full�atom models ��� ��� �	
In some cases �e	g	 ���� ���� the genetic algorithm per�

forms a search of conformations constructed from a library
of frequently occurring locally optimal single residue con�
formations �rotamers�	 This approach may be viewed as a
sequentially hybrid approach� in which e�cient local op�
timization of single residue conformations precedes global
optimization via genetic algorithm of the overall polypep�
tide conformation	
Similarly� McGarrah and Judson ���� use a build�up ap�

proach including step�wise local minimization to construct
their initial population	 Their hybrid algorithm also pe�
riodically performs local minimization� and uses the re�
sulting energies as the �tnesses of the corresponding in�
dividuals	 The individuals are never altered following the
local minimization	 This is in contrast to one of the al�
gorithms studied earlier by Judson et al	 ��� in which
individuals are always replaced by their locally optimized
structures	 Unger and Moult ��� propose a hybrid� sim�
ilar to the latter� in which each individual undergoes 

steps of simulated annealing before selection is performed	
Merkle et al	 propose a hybrid genetic algorithm which

incorporates e�cient gradient based minimization directly
in the �tness evaluation� which is based on a general full�
atom potential energy model ����	 The algorithm includes
a replacement frequency parameter pr which speci�es the
probability with which an individual is replaced by its
minimized counterpart	 Thus� the algorithm can imple�
ment either Baldwinian �pr � 
� or Lamarckian �pr � ��
evolution ���� or more generally probabilistically Lamar�
ckian �
 � pr � �� evolution	 Here we describe a variation
on that algorithm which is based on a polypeptide speci�c
full�atom potential �Section II�	 We also describe exper�
iments comparing the e�ectiveness of the hybrid genetic
algorithm to that of the Monte Carlo�minimization algo�
rithm proposed by Li et al	 ����	 We test versions of the
genetic algorithmwith and without the local minimization
operator� and with various probabilities of replacement for
the algorithm with the local minimization operator �Sec�
tion III�	 Conclusions are presented in Section IV� and
Section V discusses directions for future research	
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II� Methodology

In this section we discuss the objective function asso�
ciated with our polypeptide energy minimization applica�
tion �Section II	A�� as well as the encoding scheme �Sec�
tion II	B�	 Finally� we discuss the hybridization of the
genetic algorithm� which uses SUMSL to perform e�cient
local minimization �Section II	C�	

A� Objective Function

The objective function� which we seek to minimize� is
the ECEPP� potential ��
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where the four terms represent the energy due to di�
hedral angle deformation� non�bonded interactions� elec�
trostatic interactions� and hydrogen bond energy respec�
tively	 Speci�cally�

� D is the set of ��tuples de�ning � and � dihedrals�
� N is the set of non�bonded atom pairs�
� H is the set of hydrogen bonding atom pairs�
� rHX is the donor�acceptor distance�
� rij is the distance between atoms i and j�
� �ijkl is the dihedral formed by atoms i� j� k� and l�
� qi is the partial atomic charges of atom i�
� the U�ijkl �s� nijkl�s� Fij �s� �ij �s� r��s� and D are em�
pirically determined constants	

B� Encoding Scheme

The primary determinants of a protein�s ��D structure�
and thus the energetics of the system� are its independent
dihedral angles ���	 Our genetic algorithm operates on
individuals which encode these dihedral angles ���	
Each individual is a �xed length binary string encoding

the independent dihedral angles of a polypeptide confor�
mation	 The decoding function used is the a�ne mapping
D � f
� �g�� � ���� �� of �
 bit subsequences to dihedral
angles such that

D�a�� a�� � � � � a��� � �� � �
��X
j��

aj
�j � ��

This encoding yields a precision of approximately one
third of one degree	
The particular biomolecule investigated here is the pen�

tapeptide �Met��enkephalin	 This molecule is chosen be�
cause it has been used as a test problem for many other
energy minimization investigations �e	g	 ���� 
��� and
its minimum energy conformation with respect to the
ECEPP� energy model is known	 Twenty�four dihedral
angles determine �Met��enkephalin�s structure� hence the
string length is �
	

C� Hybrid Genetic Algorithm

In the context of constrained optimization problems�
Orvosh and Davis ��� propose replacing infeasible indi�
viduals by their repaired counterparts with probability
pr � 
�
�	 Pseudocode for this algorithm is shown in Fig�
ure �	 This algorithm may be viewed as probabilistically

initialize���

for �gen � �� gen � max�gen� gen		� 


for �i � �� i � pop�size� i		� 


temp � pop�i��

local�min�temp��

pop�i�fitness � tempfitness�

if �Rand�� � p�r� pop�i� � temp� �

select���

recombine���

mutate��� �

Fig� �� Probabilistically Lamarckian genetic algorithm pseudocode

Lamarckian	 Alternatively� one may view the local min�
imization operator as a repair operator in the sense that
it maps individuals to the �feasible region� where the
nonlinear equality constraint to be satis�ed is rE � 
	
The local minimization method used in this investi�

gation is the Secant�type Unconstrained Minimization
SoLver �SUMSL� ���	 SUMSL uses a secant approxima�
tion to the Hessian� based on explicit objective function
and gradient information	 The ECEPP� software in�
tegrates SUMSL with the energy function and gradient
calculations	 We use a convergence tolerance of �
�	

kcal�mol� and a maximum number of iterations of �


	
No more than 

 iterations were ever necessary to meet
the convergence criterion	

III� Results

In this section we present the results of experiments
in which we empirically compare the minimum ener�
gies and associated conformations found by the algo�
rithm described in Section II to those reported for the
Monte Carlo�minimization algorithm �
�	 Speci�cally�
we present results for the standard genetic algorithm �de�
noted SGA�� the SGA followed by local minimization of
the best individual �denoted SGA�SUMSL�� and proba�



bilistically Lamarckian genetic algorithms using various
replacement probabilities pr � f
� 
�
�� 
��
� ��

g �de�
noted Baldwinian� pr � 
�
�� pr � 
��
� and Lamarckian�
respectively�	 The experiments are performed on SPARC
workstations using the ���
 version of GENESIS ���� mod�
i�ed to include the local minimization operator	 The input
parameters are as given in the typical input �le shown in
Figure 	 Five independent runs of each algorithm are

Experiments � �

Total Trials � �����

Population Size � ��

Structure Length � ���

Crossover Rate � ���

Mutation Rate � ����

Generation Gap � ��

Scaling Window � �

Report Interval � �

Structures Saved � �

Max Gens w�o Eval � ��

Dump Interval � �

Dumps Saved � �

Options � ce

Random Seed � ���������

Fig� �� Typical GENESIS run time parameter 
le

performed� using the same set of �ve random seeds for
each algorithm	

A� Fitness Proportionate Selection

The average minimum energies obtained in each
generation are shown in Figure �� except those for
SGA�SUMSL	 The results for the latter are identical to
those for the SGA except in the �nal generation	 The
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means and standard deviations of the �nal generation

Table �� Final min� energies �kcal�mol� using 
tness prop� selection

Algorithm Mean Std	 Dev	

SGA 
	���� �	
���
SGA�SUMSL ��	��
 �	���
Baldwinian ��	��� �	�


pr � 
�
� ��	�
� 
	




pr � 
��
 ��
	��� �	���
Lamarckian ���	��� �	���

Table �� Final min� energies �kcal�mol� using tournament selection

Algorithm Mean Std	 Dev	

SGA 	�

� �	��
SGA�SUMSL ��	
��� 	��
Baldwinian ��	��� 
	�

pr � 
�
� ��
	��� �	��
pr � 
��
 ���	�� �	��
Lamarckian ��
	��� �	��

minimum energies are shown in Table �	
The �nal energies obtained by the SGA�SUMSL algo�

rithm average about  kcal�mol lower than those obtained
by the SGA	 In turn� the probabilistically Lamarckian
algorithms obtain �nal energies which average about �

kcal�mol lower than those of the SGA�SUMSL	 The lat�
ter di�erence is signi�cant at the 
	

� level as determined
by the Kruskal�Wallis H Test ���	�

Of the 
 probabilistically Lamarckian runs� �
 found
the accepted global minimum �including all of the runs
for pr � 
�
��� which has been obtained previously using
Monte Carlo�minimization ���� 
�	 One of the other runs
identi�ed a unique conformation with an energy within

	


� kcal�mol of the global minimum� having an rms
deviation of 	��� !A relative to the global minimum	 None
of the SGA or SGA�SUMSL runs obtained conformations
with energies within � kcal�mol of the global minimum	

B� Tournament Selection

In each generation� most individuals have energies close
to the best individual� but there are a few individuals
with much larger energies	 The presence of high energy
individuals has the e�ect of reducing the selective pres�
sure of �tness proportionate selection	 Thus� we also per�
form the experiments using binary tournament selection�
as implemented by Merkle et al ����	 The minimum ener�
gies obtained are shown in Figure � and in Table 	 The
results are qualitatively similar to those obtained using �t�

�The 
nal energies obtained by the various probabilistically Lamar
ckian algorithms in these experiments are not di�erent from each other
at any interesting level of statistical signi
cance�
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Table �� Trials prior to ��� convergence using tournament selection

Algorithm Mean Std	 Dev	

SGA ��� �
�
Baldwinian ���� ���
pr � 
�
� ���� ����
pr � 
��
 ���� 
��
Lamarckian ���
 ���

ness proportionate selection	 The �nal energies obtained
using SGA�SUMSL average about � kcal�mol lower than
those obtained using SGA� and the �nal energies obtained
using the probabilistically Lamarckian algorithms aver�
age about � kcal�mol lower than those obtained using
SGA�SUMSL	 The latter is signi�cant at the 
	

� level	
Three of the runs found the accepted global minimum	
The �nal energies obtained by the SGA using tour�

nament selection average about  kcal�mol higher than
those for the SGA using �tness proportionate selection	
Also� the �nal energies obtained by the probabilistically
Lamarckian algorithms using tournament selection aver�
age about �	 kcal�mol higher than those obtained using
�tness proportionate selection	 The latter di�erence is
signi�cant at the 
	
� level	 The higher �nal energies of
the tournament selection runs are primarily due to pre�
mature convergence	 The means and standard deviations
of the number of trials performed prior to obtaining ��"
convergence are shown in Table �	 For comparison� the
runs using �tness proportionate selection obtain between
��	
" and ��	�" convergence for �



 trials	
While the �nal energies obtained by the SGA with tour�

nament selection are higher than those for the SGA with
�tness proportionate selection� it is interesting to note
that converse holds for the SGA�SUMSL algorithm	 The
�nal energies obtained by the SGA�SUMSL using tour�

nament selection average about 	� kcal�mol lower than
those for the SGA�SUMSL using �tness proportionate
selection	 Neither di�erence is statistically signi�cant for
the experiments performed here	

IV� Conclusions

While Lamarckian genetic algorithms obtain good so�
lutions for some applications �e	g	 ����� it has also been
shown that Baldwinian algorithms are superior for other
applications ���� while probabilistically Lamarckian ap�
proaches are superior for others ���	 All of the probabilis�
tically Lamarckian algorithms used in this investigation
obtained signi�cantly better energies than both the SGA
and the SGA followed by local minimization	 This sup�
ports earlier results ���� suggesting that the local minima
in the energy landscape of �Met��Enkephalin occur some�
what regularly	 For the experiments performed here� the
replacement frequency was not found to have a signi�cant
e�ect on the �nal energy	
The �nal energies obtained by the probabilistically

Lamarckian algorithms using �tness proportionate selec�
tion are signi�cantly lower than those obtained using tour�
nament selection� due to the premature convergence of the
latter	 Also� the �tness proportionate selection runs ob�
tained the global minimum signi�cantly more frequently
than the tournament selection runs	

V� Future Directions

The premature convergence of the tournament selec�
tion experiments performed here suggests that the selec�
tive pressure of tournament selection is too high for this
application	 This observation� together with the low con�
vergence rates of the �tness proportionate selection� sug�
gests the investigation of selection operators with selective
pressure intermediate to those used here	 McGarrah and
Judson describe such a selection operator which has been
used successfully in similar applications ����	
The success of these algorithms for �Met��Enkephalin

suggests their application to larger polypeptides	 Such ap�
plication requires computational resources which are only
available through the use of highly scalable architectures	
We have previously used such architectures successfully
for protein structure prediction via island model genetic
algorithms ���	 We are now studying parallel designs of
the hybrid algorithms presented here	
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